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Journey continues for ESCP, ASCP graduates
By Mike Christensen

MSH Director James Chastain, Tarshall Wilson, Kristi Kindrex, Debra Scott and MSH Assistant
Director Craig Kittrell.

M

ississippi State Hospital’s Kristi Kindrex, Debra Scott and Tarshall Wilson walked at the Old Capitol Museum on June 7 as graduates of the
Mississippi State Personnel Board’s administrative assistants training program.
Kindrex and Scott completed the Executive Services Certification Program,
Wilson the Administrative Services Certification Program.
As keynote speaker Marianne Gaudin, an instructor in the program, pointed
out during the ceremony, one journey has ended for the new graduates – 80 of
them all told from the various state agencies – but another has begun, that being
taking what they’ve learned and applying it in their jobs.
Graduates of these programs are trained extensively in developing teamwork,
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VISION
Mental wellness in every life, in every home,
and in every community.
MISSION
To help the individuals we serve achieve mental wellness by encouraging hope, promoting
safety and supporting recovery while utilizing
resources efficiently.
OUR GOALS
1. To provide a comprehensive, person-centered and recovery-oriented system of care for
individuals served at Mississippi State Hospital.
2. To ensure patients and residents receive
quality services in safe settings and utilize information/data management to enhance decision
making and service delivery.
3. To provide administrative oversight and
management to effectively and efficiently
administer services.

leadership and customer service
skills. Many agencies choose ASCP
as their primary method for training support staff due to the results
achieved by its graduates, according
to the MSPB web site. ESCP, an advanced degree, “encourages administrative professionals to cultivate existing skills, contribute to the vision
of their organization within their
individual roles and enhance leadership skills.”
Kindrex, who works in Human Resources, Building 61, was chosen to
deliver the graduate speech.
“To my fellow ASCP and ESCP graduates: You are the best of the best,”
she said. “You have been amazing
and I have been impressed with your
compassion and your commitment
to public service. I urge you today
to embrace the opportunities before
you. Take what you have learned
through this program and put it to
good use. Bring forward with you the
lessons that will be of greatest value
not only at work but in your life.”

program, and I appreciate the support of my classmates and my place
of employment who gave me the
confidence to succeed,” she said.
Scott, who works in Support Services
on B-21, said juggling her job duties
while also devoting time to program
requirements was hard work but definitely worthwhile.
“It made me better,” she said. “The
networking was such a big part of
this for me. We made connections we
will keep forever.”
Wilson, who works in Human Resources as a Vocational Training Instructor, said the program requires
great dedication and completing it
gave her a great sense of accomplishment.
“It was a learning experience that I
am able to take back to the agency,”
she said. “I’m looking forward to the
next step.”

Kindrex said that public speaking
had never been in her comfort zone,
but coursework in the ESCP helped
her to tackle that task in the graduation ceremony, which was attended
by a large group.

ASCP was designed for those who
provide administrative support within government agencies. The training
is considered beneficial for administrators, clerks, receptionists and
those who support agency managers.
All support staff of governmental entities are eligible for ASCP.

“That was a big thing I took from the

Graduates must successfully com-
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plete three levels of course work; two
job-related projects; one reading assignment; 12 elective courses; and
three written exams. According to
the MSPB web site, ASCP uses practical job-related learning activities to
join theory and real-world experience. Some of the topics covered in
ASCP are: managing time effectively
leading a team; interacting with vari-

ous personality types; understanding
how state government works; learning to resolve conflict; exceeding customer expectations; and embracing
diversity.
The ESCP was created for administrative professionals to continue their
development. Participants earning
the ESCP designation have complet-

ed the three levels of ASCP curriculum as well as three additional levels
of coursework.
“Thank you for what you have done,”
Gaudin, the keynote speaker, told the
graduates, “and thank you for what
you’ll continue to do for the State of
Mississippi.”

New Measures Added to JNH’s Fall Prevention Program
By Mike Christensen
An unfortunate consequence of
growing old is falling down.
One in three adults ages 65 and older
falls each year, according to the latest data from the Center for Disease
Control, and less than half of those
who fall inform their doctor.
One in five falls from this age group
results in “serious” injury, that is broken bones or head injury, according
to the CDC. More than 95 percent of
hip fractures are caused by a fall, and
falls are the most common cause of
traumatic brain injury.
Given these numbers, it’s plain to see
why nursing homes are on high alert
for falls among their residents.
Mississippi State Hospital’s Jaquith
Nursing Home recently developed
a new protocol for fall treatment
and is in the process of making it a
hospital-wide policy, integrating it
with the Fall Prevention Program, or
Fall Factor. Some aspects of the protocol grew out of a project launched
in 2015 on Adams Inn which sought
ways to reduce falls.
“The new protocol is geared toward
additional assessment after a fall,
particularly for residents with dementia or symptoms of dementia or
Alzheimer’s,” said Chandra Gayden,
JNH Director of Nursing.

Chandra Gayden

Taisha Travis

In addition to looking for any physical injury, under the new protocol
JNH staff checks for “changes in behavior over a period of time,” Gayden
said.
The protocol after a resident’s fall begins with the attending nurse initiating neuro checks per the hospital’s
neurological flow sheet.
When an unwitnessed fall occurs,
or when a fall results in a head injury, the resident will be evaluated
by nursing staff for changes in level
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of consciousness or behaviors on every shift for at least 30 days, per the
protocol. The industry standard is 14
days.
Also, an investigation into the specific circumstances is to be initiated following any unwitnessed fall or injury
of an unknown origin.
The protocol outlines the notifications that need to be made and forms
that need to be filled out after a fall.
For instance, if a resident is transported and admitted to Whitfield

Medical Surgical Hospital, the resident’s family is notified. If the resident is transferred from WMSH to
an outside hospital, the family again
is contacted.
Among the forms that must be completed after a fall is a Building Level
Investigation Worksheet regarding
what was noticed and when, who was
contacted and when, actions taken,
etc.
Gayden drafted the new Fall Treatment Protocol in March with input
from the Director of Nursing from
each of JNH’s five inns. That group
meets weekly, and falls always have
been a regular topic of discussion,
Gayden said.
“We follow MSH fall prevention program policy No. 210-22 ATT-A,” she
said. “We look at internal factors such
as: the resident’s vision, hearing, feet
and shoes, medications, balance and
gait. These issues are referred to our
rehabilitation department for further
evaluation. If footwear is ill-fitting
or badly worn we contact the social
worker. We also assess external factors to include the environment both
inside and outside of the building.”
Some risk factors in falls listed by the
CDC include vitamin D deficiency,
medications, vision problems and
poor footwear.
In one particular case on Adams
Inn, better fitting shoes made a big
difference for a female resident who
was having mobility issues. Several
interventions performed with one
male resident also produced positive
results.
Each of the JNH inns has a computer-generated storyboard regarding
an area in which administrators and
staff would like to see improvement.
The storyboard for Adams Inn
(Buildings 31 and 48), created about
a year ago by former DON Taisha

Travis, focuses on falls, which had
been occurring at relatively high rate
among its residents.
A storyboard typically consists of
background information on the topic, a stated goal and objective, actions
taken to address the issue, follow-up
steps, and charts or graphs displaying results over time from collected
data. It is intended to be an easy-tointerpret illustration of an issue and
potential remedies.
“When you think of falls, you think of
injuries,” said Travis, who is now the
JNH Admissions Coordinator. “For
our storyboard, we wanted to look
at things we could do to decrease the
number of falls and the injuries they
were causing.”
The storyboard goal, Travis said, was
to the reduce Level 3 or greater falls
by 20 percent. Level 3 is considered a
“significant fall” that results in some
type of injury.
The procedures included:
•
Doing fall risk assessments
and a fall care plan for residents
upon admission, readmission,
quarterly, annually and when a
fall occurs.
•
Notifying MSH’s therapy
staff after a fall.
•
Initiating a building-level
investigation after all unwitnessed falls and injuries.
•
Creating a treatment team
that meets weekly and discusses
the circumstances of any falls
and possible preventive measures.
•
Ensuring through Social
Services that residents have
proper-fitting footwear.
•

Assisting residents as
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needed, ensuring safety devices
are in place and encouraging
residents to call for assistance
whenever needed.
•
Initiating neuro checks
after all unwitnessed falls and
any involving a resident with
dementia.
•
Documenting the resident’s behavior each shift for 30
days and notifying the M.D. of
any changes.
Following a fall, a resident is given
a pink armband and a pink dot is
placed on his or her chart.
“Anyone can easily see that this
means a fall risk for this resident,”
Travis said.
Travis said that overall data collected
on Adams Inn shows spikes, up and
down, in the numbers and severity of
falls. A main reason, she said, is that
getting newly admitted residents on
track in the program can take some
time.
On a case-by-case basis, Travis said,
there have been noticeably positive
results. “To me, yes, we’ve seen a difference,” she said.

national police appreciation week

In recognition of National Police Appreciation Week, the MSH Police Department hosted an appreciation breakfast
and lunch for officers – and former Chief James Blackwell -- on May 20.
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MSH Puts Fresh Take on Speak Up Campaign
By Mike Christensen
You may have seen the posters
around campus. They are eye-catching. The message on the posters
should be thought-provoking.
Speak Up for Safety. See It! Say It!
Solve It!
The Speak Up Campaign, introduced 14 years ago by the Joint
Commission as a hospital safety
initiative geared toward patients, is
being “reenergized” at Mississippi
State Hospital.

SEE IT!

The emphasis in this new campaign
is on staff.
“We want the staff to feel comfortable in speaking up,” said Karen
Warner, Service Outcome Director, who led a presentation on the
Speak Up Campaign at the May Department Directors Meeting. “We,
as leaders, need to role model and
make staff feel comfortable that they
can say something to us.”
An employee safety culture survey conducted on campus last year
showed that “communication openness” is an area needing improvement.

“Identify The Problem”
You see somthing you think may
harm patients/residents/staff

SAY IT!
SOLVE IT!
“Speak Up”

Speak UP! Say “this is a safety issue” Talk to co-workers,
team members & move on to others until you are heard

“Work as a Team”
Work with your team to
resolve the issue

According to the survey, 71 percent
of MSH staff said they would freely
speak up if they saw something that
could negatively affect patient care.
The national average is 76 percent.
Only 43 percent of survey respondents at MSH said they feel free to
question the decisions or actions
of those with more authority. Only
52 percent said they would not be
afraid to ask questions if something
does not look right.
Warner said the broad aim of the

© 2016 MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL

Speak Up Campaign is to create “a
culture change” at MSH.
“We’ve got to have a culture where
we, as supervisors and leaders, can
really listen to (staff) and help them
do something about their concerns,”
Warner said.
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The Speak Up Campaign is an effort
to make MSH employees feel comfortable questioning the decisions of
anyone, including those with more
authority, that might affect safety
and taking safety concerns on up
the communication chain until they

are heard.
Speaking up is an effective way to
reduce errors and decrease harm to
patients, residents and staff.
See It! Say It! Solve It!
As part of the campaign, MSH employees are reminded that they have
a right and a responsibility to ensure
a safe and efficient outcome in patient care. Safety is a priority. Employees should ask for a “time out”
and state “this is a safety issue” in a
situation that makes them feel uncomfortable.
Speaking up in this way is the first
step in improving parts of the system that don’t work effectively,
which is important to everyone at
MSH: patients, residents, providers
and administrators.

In addition to Warner, Jaquith Nursing Home Director Bill Bullock; Dr.
Duncan Stone, Chief of Medical
Staff; and MSH Nurse Executive
Jackie Yates spoke about the campaign at the May Department Directors Meeting.
MSH leadership should try to “motivate an environment of learning,”
Bullock said. “The best way to learn
is to ask questions.”
Stone acknowledged that there may
be a natural reluctance among some
to question doctors or nurse practitioners about decisions. “I want to
allay those fears,” he said. He emphasized that medical staff has discussed the Speak Up Campaign and
is fully on board with it.
Yates made a presentation that de-

tailed the circumstances leading to
the death of a healthy 15-year-old
boy – Lewis Blackman of South Carolina -- who had entered a hospital
for elective surgery. The story was a
jarring example of how fatal clinical error can result from a series of
communication failures.
“This audience represents some
of the most conscientious people
I have ever known,” Yates said at
the Department Directors Meeting. “Please acknowledge with your
staff the importance of speaking up
about patient observations and particularly about any patient suspected of declining condition. Drastic
changes in clinical condition are an
early warning sign. …
“Calling for help is not a sign of
weakness; it is a characteristic of a
safe hospital culture.”

Sherelda Jones Joins JNH Family as Jefferson Inn AIT
By Mike Christensen
Sherelda Jones, the new Administrator in Training on Jaquith Nursing
Home’s Jefferson Inn, is one manager who can appreciate the value of
a stitch in time.
Jones enjoys sewing as a recreational
activity, and she and her daughter,
Tyra, a high school junior, sew bow
ties as a side business.
“I work when I’m not working,”
Jones joked.
Jones previously worked at the Mississippi Department of Health in
Jackson, serving as a director for the
last six years in the Divisions of Oral
Health and Environmental Health.
She started as AIT on Jefferson Inn,
Buildings 29 and 33, on May 20.
“I’m learning the job and learning
the people, getting to know the resi-

dents,” she said. “Everyone has made
me feel welcome and everything has
gone well.”
Jones was born and still lives in
Pelahatchie. She went to Pelahatchie
High School and from there to Alcorn State, where she earned a degree in business administration.
She enrolled in the Masters of Business Administration program at Belhaven University while working for
a baking company in Pelahatchie.
When she received her MBA, Jones
began exploring opportunities in
the public health arena and eventually landed a job at the University of
Mississippi Medical Center’s School
of Dentistry.
A contact recommended Jones to
Dr. Nicholas Mosca, then the State
Dental Director for the Department
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of Health and she took a position
there in 2008.
In addition to making bow ties,
Jones is active in her church and also
in supporting her daughter’s dancing and singing activities.

msh day
2016
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34th Annual MSH Day Brings Out the Smiles Again
By Mike Christensen
Games were played and prizes won.
There was hot food, cold drinks and
music to groove by. And then there
was the weather, which was practically postcard perfect.
It’s no wonder there were so many
smiling faces at Friends Park on
May 6 for the 34th annual MSH Day.
For the first time in a long time,
MSH Day T-shirts sold out in advance of the festival. Ticket sales for
the 2016 event rose almost 1,500
from the previous year.
“MSH Day is completely dependent
on ticket sales and T-shirt sales to
provide the bulk of the funding for
patient and resident meals, games
and prizes,” said Kathy Denton,
MSH Public Relations Director.
“Thank you to everyone who bought
a shirt and sold and bought tickets
to make this event a success.
“If you were there, you could see the
patients and residents were enjoying
everything the event had to offer.”
The festival is always scheduled for
a date in May, which is National
Mental Health Month, an initiative
begun in 1949 as a means of educating the public about the importance
of mental health and the reality of
mental illness.
MSH Day provides an opportunity
for patients, residents and employees of the hospital to spend a day
outside enjoying a variety of activities and live entertainment. Members of the community, friends and
family are invited to attend.
The first MSH Day was held on May
1, 1982, at Pearl Park. Bobby Stephens, the hospital’s Activities Director at the time, coordinated the

event, which was the brainchild of
the late Cheryl Sasser, a recreation
supervisor.
The MSH Public Relations Department now coordinates the festival,
which moved to the hospital campus
in 1992.
Activities for this year included a
cupcake walk, bingo, a football toss,
Giant Kerplunk and the Solo Cup
Challenge.
Food was provided by T & J Concessions. Corn dogs, Polish sausage,
chicken nuggets and cheese nachos
were consumed in mass quantities.
Patients and residents – a total of
343 attended -- were treated to a free
lunch and strawberry shortcake. The
cake was donated by MSH employees and friends.
Music again was provided by DJ5150, aka Phillip Cothern, a registered
nurse at MSH.
“Thank you to the Maintenance,
Therapeutic Recreation and MSH
Police departments for their assistance in setting everything up and
keeping everyone safe,” Denton said.
“Special thanks to Psychology, Human Resources, JNH Administration and other hospital employees
for operating the games.
“And thanks to Phillip Cothern,
DJ51-50, who drew the largest
crowds and kept everyone moving.”
Total deposits from the event
were $16,935.56, total expenditures $9,272.58. The net return of
$7,662.98 will go toward start-up
costs for next year’s event.
MSH Day is sponsored by Friends
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of Mississippi State Hospital Inc., a
nonprofit, volunteer organization
that contributes 100 percent of its
proceeds to programs and activities that help enrich the lives of the
patients and residents the hospital
serves, as well as MSH employees.
In the raffle ticket drawings, Carmen Poindexter, a nurse on Building
81, won the $1,200 Grand Prize, and
Sandra Chappell won the $100 prize
for selling the winning ticket.
Sarah Ballow won $100 for the most
tickets sold (670); Marcie Hardge
won $100 from a drawing from individuals who sold at least 100 tickets;
and Human Resources won $200 for
the most tickets sold by a department (1,906).
Other winners from the drawings
were: Daryl Newman ($15 Gift
Card, Heart/Soul; Grow Your Own
Salsa Kit); Anthony Kinnard ($25
Big Jim Deer Processing); Jennifer
Warren (Shop Vac/Blower); Marie
Bingham ($25 Gift Card, Sam’s);
Tillman Furniture ($25 Gift Card,
Rankin County Uniforms); Bridget
Lowery (Canon Power Shot Camera); Pam Howell (Galaxy Tablet);
George Mullins (Sony Handycam
Camcorder); Lorrine Jones (Cattleman’s Smoker/Grill); Julian Graves
(5 Drawer Industrial Tool Cart);
Lorrine Jones (Samsung 40-inch
TV); and Jeremy May (iPad Air).
The winner in the ever-popular and
hotly contested closest-to-the-hole
golf competition was Chris Banes,
who stuck a shot 3 feet, 1 inch from
the pin. Aaron Chism was second at
4-11, Chad Rommerdale third at 5-9
and Bill Bullock fourth at 7-4.

Nurses Day at MSH

Mississippi State Hospital held a Nurses Day celebration on May 11 as part of National Nurses Week.
Nurses were treated to a meal and dessert in the Conference Room on Building 71. A special display highlighted the
history of nursing at the hospital.
National Nurses Week begins each year on May 6 and ends on May 12, Florence Nightingale’s birthday, according to
information on the American Nurses Association website. These permanent dates enhance planning and position National Nurses Week as an established recognition event.
“Nurses put in a lot of work and especially here at MSH,” said Kewan Ewing, R.N., Nurse Educator/Director of Nurse
Affiliation in Staff Education. “Psychiatric nursing involves treating the whole person. These patients and residents
have dual diagnoses and multiple medical problems as well as their psychiatric diagnosis.
“Our nurses are skilled at noticing changes in a patient/resident and getting the right care for them. For that we want to
say thank you for all the hard work that is done on a daily basis. That is really what the Nurse Appreciation is all about.
Just taking the time to say thank you and I appreciate the hard work that you do that many people cannot.”
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New Patient Library Opens on Building 43
By Jennifer Graves

Committee members (first row, left to right): Dr. Luke Savoie, Dr. Amanda Gugliano, Naome Kobayakawa, Michelle Guy, Charlotte Steele, and Lindsey
Lemmon; (second row, left to right): Elizabeth Nettles, Elnora Humphrey, Sarah Leath, Dr. Reb McMichael, Lieutenant Autrey Dunbar, Mildred Jennings, Tiffany Jefferson, Marcus Catchings, and Marcus Monger. Special thanks to Cynthia Miller, Kevin Bessonette, and Jennifer Graves (not pictured)

Through the creative efforts of patients and staff of Forensic Services,
the new Mary Fagan Chatham Library is complete and was dedicated
with a special ceremony on May 20.
The patient library is named in loving memory of longtime MS State
Hospital teacher and friend Mary
Fagan Chatham, who is best remembered for her artistic abilities, compassion, and dedication to the education of patients on Building 43.
Chatham was described by coworker Charlotte Steele, Service
Administrator of Forensic Services,
as being “especially good with the
lower functioning guys,” finding
creative ways to teach basic skills
while encouraging them to explore
their artistic potential. Reflecting
on a donated computer, Steele recalls “Mary used it to work with one
of the patients who wanted to write
poetry and she helped him put to-

Bronze plaque in memory of Mary Fagan Chatham, Teacher.
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gether a couple of books of his work.”
Although Chatham has now passed, her creative spirit and legacy of learning continues to inspire positive
change. The motivated team of patients and staff joined
together to design and renovate the existing unused space
into a tranquil, yet engaging learning environment.
According to Behavorial Health Specialist III Michelle
Guy, the purpose of the library is to provide “a quiet, serene atmosphere for our patients that will enhance their
therapeutic treatment goals and encourage an enriched
learning environment towards their recovery. It was designed also to serve as a privilege to build upon the individual’s motivation for active participation in his treatment goals and increase in the level system.”
Another goal was to design an interior space that would
not only enhance the long-term programming for the
patients, but to encourage them to actively participate in
the process of creating the space. Guy recalls their excitement as the furniture, designer carpet tiles, and finishing
touches all came together. “I feel like their excitement and
desire to utilize the area is a success story in itself,” she
said.
And the teamwork certainly reflects everyone’s commitment to MSH’s mission of “Encouraging HOPE, Promoting, SAFETY, and Supporting RECOVERY”.
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“To deprive the already deprived – of treasure! – by not giving them
books seems a needless and callous waste of a chance … don’t let us punish anyone, anywhere, ever, by keeping any book at all away from him.
Rather let us see that those hopeless, empty shelves fill up. From our end,
we can still get in touch.” (From “Miss Welty Urges Books for Hospitals,
Institutions,” Jackson Clarion-Ledger, 13 April 1961, page A-6.)

Salute to Jaquith Nursing Home Clerks
In recognition of Health Information Professionals Week and a job well done as JNH clerks. JNH Administration
thanks you.

Front row: Barbara Magee-Morris, Ada Newsome, Shareone Green and Betty Mangum. Back Row: Fannie Wilson,
Mary Johnson, Crystal Alford and Laura Brown. Not pictured: Viripi Brown.

Jaquith Nursing Home HONors CNAs
Jaquith Nursing Home celebrated National Certified Nursing Assistants Week on June 15 with parties for each shift in
the Balloon Room on Building 38.
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CONGRATULATIONS may Employees of the Month

Direct Care
Latia Hamilton,
IPS, B-201, A Shift

Support Services
Christopher McCarthy,
IT, B-64, A Shift

Clinical Service
Kimberly Miller,
IPS, B-45, A Shift

Latia Hamilton was named Mississippi State Hospital’s May Employee
of the Month for Direct Care.

Christopher McCarthy was named
Mississippi State Hospital’s May
Employee of the Month for Support
Services.

Kimberly Miller was named Mississippi State Hospital’s May Employee
of the Month for Clinical Service.

Hamilton, a Florence High School
graduate who is now attending
Hinds Community College, is a
Mental Health Technician on Building 201. The Byram resident has
worked at MSH for 5 1/2 years.
“Ms. Hamilton displays excellent
leadership qualities,” said Angela
Howell, who made the nomination.
“She is always willing to go the extra
mile to assist patients and staff.
“She is kind, courteous, caring and
compassionate. She is always understanding of the ever-changing
organizational needs and pleasantly
always willing to lend a hand.”

McCarthy, of Brandon, is a Programmer Analyst II in Information
Management. A native of England
who attended the University of Sheffield, he has worked at MSH for 11
years.
“During the last several weeks,
Christopher has made significant
contributions to MSH in the CCP
electronic health records go-live,”
said Bart Uharriet, the Information
Management Director who nominated McCarthy. “He has been commended by clinical staff members
for his professionalism and careful
attention to detail in making sure
that all necessary information provided in Pro-Filer reports is properly rendered in new reports coming from the CCP electronic health
records system.”
“Chris McCarthy is one of the most
self-motivated and conscientious
employees on this campus,” said
Mary Lynn Bankester, who also
made a nomination.
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Miller, a University of Florida graduate who has lived in Mississippi since
1992, is a Social Worker on Building
45, Female Continued Treatment. The
Brandon resident has worked at MSH
for 23 years.
“Ms. Kim is such a pleasure to work
with,” said Ashley Lilley, who nominated Miller. “Watching the way she
interacts with the patients is amazing.
She is always so calm in any situation.”
“Kim is known for her beautiful smile
and her positive attitude about helping others,” said Gerthania McGee,
who also made a nomination. “She
gives her patients undivided attention whenever they have problems
no matter how small. She works efficiently with her patients to identify
their problems and identify possible
solutions.”

CONGRATULATIONS june Employees of the Month

Support Services
Chad Rommerdale,
Information Management,
B-64, A Shift
Chad Rommerdale was named Mississippi State Hospital’s June Employee of the Month for Support
Services.
Rommerdale, of Brandon, is an IS
Specialist in Information Management. A Belhaven College graduate,
he has worked at MSH since 1996.
Rommerdale was nominated for the
honor by Evelyn Harrison, who cited Rommerdale’s efforts in helping
out with a problem in the clinical
lab, where a leaky roof was threatening one of the analyzers. Rommerdale, in the lab for another purpose,
moved equipment out of harm’s way
and removed roof panels to allow
the leak to drain into a bucket until
it could be repaired.
“A big shout-out for going above and
beyond his job description,” Harrison said.

Direct Care
Valerie Sheriff,
IPS, B-45, A Shift

Clinical Service
Demetria Thompson,
IPS, B-23, A Shift

Valerie Sheriff was named Mississippi State Hospital’s June Employee
of the Month for Direct Care.

Demetria Thompson was named Mississippi State Hospital’s June Employee
of the Month for Clinical Service.

Sheriff, who lives in Terry, is an Assistant Supervisor/Mental Health
Technician. She has worked at MSH
for 17 years.

Thompson, who lives in Raymond,
is a Registered Nurse working at
Oak Circle Center. She is an alumnus of Hinds Community College
and MUW and has been employed at
MSH for five years.

“Valerie is one of the most hardworking staff I have ever had the
pleasure to work with,” said Ashley
Lilley, who nominated Sheriff. “We
work in a very stressful environment. If Valerie senses that a staff
needs a break, she will relieve them.
… She is just an overall great worker.”
“Valerie goes above and beyond
when it comes to working with the
patients on the building,” said LaTonya Thomas, who also made a
nomination. “She always goes that
extra mile to ensure the safety of the
patients.”
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Thompson “is well respected by the
patients and staff on the unit,” said Catrina Allen, who nominated Thompson. “She often intervenes and adds
that ‘soft’ touch when dealing with
some of our more challenging patients. …
“Demetria believes in her ability to
make a difference with both patients
and staff, and her willingness to see it
come to pass has been refreshing.”

